The company was founded in 1996 in Moscow.

It’s one of the largest national producers of first aid medical devices.

It’s an innovation company developing new products complying with permanently changing consumer needs and using state-of-the-art technologies for their implementation.

An expert in development of medical personal protective and first aid devices at the pre-hospital stage.
APPOLO COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

A well-known reputable Russian brand, experience of operation in the markets of Russia and CIS - 20 years.

High quality and attractive design of products.

A wide range of products – 151 item in 5 segments:
First aid kits, dressing materials, hydrogel products,
Other medical purpose products, product innovations.

Production capacities, office and warehouses are situated in a single place – in the region with a good access to transportation in Moscow.

Production and supplies of a large amount of products within the shortest possible time.


APPOLO Hydrogels are registered in the established procedure in the territory of the RF and have corresponding registration certificates.

Currently the APPOLO hydrogel products are successfully used in the Emergency Medical Service, as well as in burn care and surgical centers of Russia.
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COMPANY PERSONNEL

The company employs more than 100 highly qualified employees. Among them – engineering and scientific personnel, 3 PhD.

Head of the company, its owner and general director – Alexander Nikolaevich Pischurov
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MEMBERSHIP IN ASSOCIATIONS AND UNIONS

Since January 1998 Trade House APPOLLO is a member of Automatic Identification Association UNISCAN/GSI, Russia. A bar-code on the pack of our products is convenient for all participants of logistic chains from production and warehouse of the producer to the pharmacy shelf.

APPOLLO is a member of Personal Protective Equipment Developers, Producers and Suppliers Association (PPE Association). The Association helps companies and organizations operating in the market.

In 2007 APPOLLO joined MEA - Moscow Entrepreneur Association – the oldest interregional public organizations of heads of companies, businessmen of Russia, set up in 1989.

Since 2015 APPOLLO is a member of the Defense Industry Complex Medical Devices and Equipment Producers Association.

Since 2015 APPOLLO is a member of the All-Russian Industrial Employer Union Federal Chamber of Fire Saving Industry and Life Support.
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APPOLO HYDROGEL PRODUCTS

INNOVATION
BURN THERAPY

APPOLO BURN
TREATING HYDROGEL
PRODUCTS

A powerful blow
to infection!

APPOLO wound healing hydrogel products

✓ Cuts
✓ Lesions
✓ Ulcers

First aid products
for wounds and cuts!

The product is developed in cooperation with
Vishnevsky Surgery Institute
Composition Patent No. 2157243
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MAJOR PROPERTIES OF APPOLO HYDROGELS

Liquid hydrogels have no fixed structure, they spread over the wound easily taking its form.

Gels are transparent, they allow control of the wound process.

They create a permanent humid medium in the wound that is optimal for wound healing.

Hydrogels accelerate demarcation and rejection of the necrotic tissues.

Products have antimicrobial activity.

A pronounced cooling effect of hydrogels to patients with burns, which quickly eliminates pain and reduces the destruction depth.

They have moderately pronounced absorption properties, absorbing bacterial toxins, microbe cells.

Removal of dressings is easy, practically painless and without traumatization of the granulation tissue.
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The products are intended for first aid and first and third degree burns. They are ready for use. The products are developed in cooperation with Vishnevsky Surgery Institute. Hydrogel products are intended for use at industrial enterprises, medical healthcare facilities and as a household product.

- **APPOLO Burn Treating Gel**, 20 g tube
- **APPOLO Burn Treating Gel**, 5 g pack
- **APPOLO Mitten-Shaped Burn Treating Gel Dressing**
- **APPOLO Burn Treating Gel Face Mask + Protective Pads**
- **APPOLO Burn Treating Gel Coverlet**, 100 x 210 cm
- **APPOLO-PG-PAK-Al Burn Treating Gel Dressing**, 10x10 cm
- **APPOLO-PG-PAK-Al Burn Treating Gel Dressing**, 20x30 cm
ADVANTAGES OF APPOLLO HYDROGELS

- Highly effective components in a single formula:
  - Hydrogel basis
    - Superfast channel for transportation of medical components;
    - An immediate cooling effect;
    - Long-term wound moisturization;
    - Normalization of the microcirculation process (transport of biological liquids at the cellular level).
  - Anilocaine (anesthetizing agent) – Immediate pain relief. Iodovidone (antiseptic agent) – Antimicrobial effect.

- Peculiarities:
  - Effective at any burn degree;
  - Prevents spread of the burn in deep skin layers;
  - Prevents blister formation;
  - Prevents scar formation;
  - Accelerates healing process.

The product is intended for household use, at the working place, in clinics and hospitals. Patent-protected formula – patent invention No. 2157243.

Awarded with Diploma of ANO Soyuzexpertiza of the Chamber of Industry and Commerce of the RF in the nomination “For High Consumer Properties”

Included in the Order of the Ministry of Health of the RF dated 07.08.2013 No.549n About Approval of Requirements to Completeness of Medicines and Medical Devices of Sets and Packs of First Aid Kits

- Action of other products
  - Superficial penetration
  - No cooling
  - Threat of infection

- Action of APPOLLO Hydrogel
  - Deep penetration
  - Cooling effect
  - Infection prevention
  - Immediate pain relief
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APPolo HYDROGEL EFFECT

Cooling
Antimicrobial action
Infection suppression
Normalization of intercellular metabolism
Prevention of the damaged surface dehumidification
First burn stage
Second burn stage
Assistance to quick healing
Contributes to quick healing
Third burn stage
Prevents scar formation
Normalization of intercellular metabolism
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**APPOLO WOUND HEALING HYDROGEL PRODUCTS**

Wound healing hydrogel products are intended for wounds of various etiology, including for diabetic foot, trophic ulcers and bed sores.

The products are designed to be used at industrial enterprises, in medical healthcare centers and in household conditions.

**Composition:** meshed fibre, copolymer and acrylic acid-based hydrogel, Miramistin (an antiseptic agent), Anilocaine (an anesthetic agent)

**Properties of wound healing hydrogel products:**
- Pain relief in 2-3 minutes after application;
- Infection suppression;
- Maximum action of medicinal components for therapy of granulating wounds.

**Advantages of use:**
- Ready for immediate application;
- Provide prolonged therapeutic effect;
- No scars and cicatrices on superficial wounds;
- Dressings are easily modeled on different body parts and painlessly removed at dressing.

**They are perfectly combined with various methods of complex therapy**

---

**APPOLO Wound Healing Gel, 20 g tube**

**APPOLO Wound Healing Gel, 5 g pack**

**APPOLO-PG-PAK-AM Wound Healing Gel Dressing, 10x10 cm**

**APPOLO-PG-PAK-AM Wound Healing Gel Dressing, 20x30 cm**

---
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APPOLO Hydrogels are the first wound covers of liquid gel class in Russia. They are developed in cooperation by Vishnevsky Surgery Institute of RAS and LLC Trade House APPOLO within the program Landscape at the assignment of the Ministry of Defense of the RF. APPOLO Hydrogels underwent clinical studies in the purulent surgery department 3 of Vishnevsky Central Military Clinical Hospital and in the surgical disease clinic of Sechenov Moscow Medical Academy, in the purulent surgery department of State Clinical Hospital 61, as well as in the premises of Sklifosovsky First Aid Scientific and Research Institute, in the department of prevention and therapy of purulent complications in surgery. Their compositions are protected by the RF patent RF No.2157243, 2000.
APPOLO Hydrogel is awarded the Gold Medal “XXI CENTURY QUALITY SIGN” (by results of the 33d International Exhibition (Contest) that was held from May 27 to 30, 2015, in Moscow).

As the winner of the contest, the company was entitled to labeling of the APPOLO Hydrogel with XXI Century Golden Quality Sign mark for two years.

National Program

“ALL-RUSSIAN MARK (MILLENIUM III) XXI CENTURY QUALITY SIGN” is a long-term large-scale campaign aimed at promotion of high quality products, services and advanced technologies on the Russian market, solution of the issue of integration of these products in the international market.
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APPOLO is on the list of TOP-1000 of the most successful companies-suppliers working on the electronic trading platform B2B-Center by 2014 performance results. B2B-Center is an international electronic trading center integrating more than 60 electronic trading platforms for corporate customers united by the common technological platform. This center allows various companies of a wide range of industries and regions of the country conducting trading and finding reliable suppliers of products of guaranteed high quality level. More than 200 000 companies registered in B2B-Center participated in the study. The most important criterion for inclusion in TOP-1000 is the highest ratio of the supplier wins in bidding to the total number of procedures with his participation.
POTENTIAL APPOLO HYDROGEL PRODUCTS CONSUMERS

1. State healthcare institutions – hospitals, burn centers, injury care centers.
2. Private clinics and centers
3. Military hospitals
4. Pharmacy chains
5. Subdivisions of civil defense, fire subdivisions, police, army
6. General population
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CONTACT INFORMATION

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
TRADE HOUSE APPOLO

111123, Moscow,
Shosse Entuziastov, Bldg. 56/20
Phone  (495) 380-21-47 (multichannel)
       (495) 215-08-13 (multichannel)
Web-site: www.appolo.ru
E-mail: provizor@appolo.ru
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